## Facility Use Rates
July 1, 2020 - June 30, 2021

### Use Fees
- **MPAC - Entire Facility, Silver Hall, Lerner Lobby, Koch Recital Hall, Kalberer Room, Historic Corridor, PNC Lobby, West Lobby**: $3,000
- **Recital/Lecture, Koch Recital Hall, Kalberer Room, Historic Corridor, PNC Lobby, West Lobby**: $1,000
- **Silver Hall Stage Extension Installation/Removal**: $500
- **Recording/Broadcast Fee**: $300

### Labor
- **Technical Crew (per hour, 4 hour minimum)**: $50
- **Set/Strike Crew (for 5 hours per person)**: $60
- **House Manager (per hour, 4 hour minimum)**: $35
- **Usher Team (per 8 hours)**: $150
- **Additional Security (per hour, per person)**: $45

### Equipment
- **Basic Presentation (4 Wireless Mics, Sound Console, 1 Podium Mic, Basic Lights)**: $400
- **Silver Hall Projector and Screen**: $500
- **Koch Recital Hall Projectors and Screens**: $400
- **Kalberer Room Projector and Screen**: $300
- **Additional Supplemental Audio Equipment**: TBD
- **Grand Piano (includes 1 tuning)**: $300
- **Additional Piano Tunings**: $150

### Services
- **Silver Hall Multi-Track Audio Recording Services**: $250
- **Silver Hall Multi-Camera Video Recording Services**: $400
- **Silver Hall Archival Video Recording**: $75
- **Koch Recital Hall Audio Recording**: $35
- **Koch Recital Hall Video Recording**: $100
- **Broadcast/Livestream Fee**: $200

### Box Office
- **Set-Up Charge**: $350
- **Minimum Ticketing Fee**: $250
- **Consignment Ticket Fee**: $250
- **Box Office Labor (per hour, 3 hour minimum)**: $50

---

1. Use Fees per day.
2. Labor is billed hourly. All labor needs are determined by the MPAC Center and billed.
3. Needs in MPAC Center and/or Ushers are required for every event with an audience.
4. Only the MPAC Center ticketing system may be used for events.
5. Published rates are estimates, and rates are subject to change.